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$19.99 Paperback Original
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
180 pages, black and white,  
6 ¼” x 7 ¾”
Territory: E • CQ: 42
ISBN 978-1-60699-919-6

• Author events and festival 
appearances

• Featuring meme sensation Pepe the 
Frog

• Social: mattfurie.tumblr.com
• Digital ARC
• Review attention
• Age range: 17+

MAY

BOY’S CLUB
By Matt Furie

FEELS GOOD MAN

Cartoonist Matt Furie’s deadpan comics showcase slacker roommates Andy, 
Brett, Landwolf, and Pepe in a series of comical vignettes combining laconic 
psychedelia, childlike enchantment, drug-fueled hedonism, and impish 
mischief. The perpetually insouciant glaze of his characters belie the sharp 
verbal and visual wit of Furie, who delivers a stoner classic for the Tumblr 
generation. In fact, Furie’s wildly popular teenage weirdoes became an 
overnight internet sensation when Pepe the Frog was widely adopted by users 
of 4chan and remixed ad infinitum from there (including uses by pop stars 
like Nicki Minaj and Katy Perry), giving Boy’s Club built-in recognition with 
many. A spiritual cousin to Simon Hanselmann’s Megahex and Joán Cornella’s 
Mox Nox, Boy’s Club’s sense of humor will especially resonate with fans of 
stoner comedies and black humor. 

MATT FURIE lives in Los Angeles with his wife and daughter. 

“An answer to the ‘What if the Muppets vaped?’ question that you were too afraid to ask, Boy’s Club 
simultaneously satirizes and celebrates the lifestyle of 20-something bros, capturing their lives full 
of junk food, catchphrases, and bodily fluids with horrifying and hilarious accuracy.” — Vice



THE COMPLETE PEANUTS IN PAPERBACK
$22.99 paperbacks, 320 black-and-white pages each, 8 ¼” x 6 ½”

1950-1952 (Vol. 1)
ISBN 978-1-60699-763-5

Peanuts Every Sunday: 1952-1955  
ISBN 978-1-60699-692-8

THE PEANUTS EVERY SUNDAY 
COFFEE TABLE BOOKS
$49.99 Hardcovers, 288 full color pages each, 13 ¼” x 9 ½” 

Peanuts Every Sunday: 1961-1965  
ISBN 978-1-60699-872-4

Peanuts Every Sunday: 1956-1960  
ISBN 978-1-60699-794-9

Peanuts Every Sunday: The Fifties  
ISBN 978-1-60699-873-1 
(collecting our first two volumes in a custom 
hardcover slipcase)

1950-1954 Gift Box Set, $39.99
ISBN 978-1-60699-793-2

1955-1958 Gift Box Set, $39.99 
ISBN 978-1-60699-871-7

1953-1954 (Vol. 2)
ISBN 978-1-60699-792-5

1955-1956 (Vol. 3)
ISBN 978-1-60699-835-9

1957-1958 (Vol. 4) 
ISBN 978-1-60699-870-0
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MAY

$22.99 Paperback
Humor / Comic Strips 
320 pages, black and white with spot color,  
8 ¼” x 6 ½”
Territory: F • CQ: 20
ISBN  978-1-60699-921-9
(Previous hardcover edition: ISBN 978-1-56097-671-4)

• Over 500k sold in hardcover
• A New York Times hardcover bestseller
• Soon to be a major motion picture (Nov. 2015)
• A new way to engage the most beloved comic 

strip of all time
• Great gift idea
• Social: @Snoopy and facebook.com/

thecompletepeanuts
• Age range: All ages

THE COMPLETE PEANUTS  
1959-1960 (VOL. 5)
PAPERBACK EDITION
By Charles M. Schulz; Introduction by Whoopi Goldberg

THE BELOVED SERIES . . . NOW IN PAPERBACK!

As the first decade of Peanuts closes, major new additions to classic Peanuts lore come fast and furious here. Snoopy begins 
to take up residence atop his doghouse, and his repertoire of impressions increases exponentially. Lucy sets up her booth 
and offers her first five-cent psychiatric counsel. For the very first time, Linus spends all night in the pumpkin patch on 
his lonely vigil for the Great Pumpkin. Even more importantly, several years after the last addition to the cast (“Pig-Pen”), 
Charlie Brown’s sister Sally makes her appearance — first as an (off-panel) brand new baby for Charlie to gush over, then as 
a toddler and eventually a real, talking, thinking cast member. (By the end of this volume, she’ll already start developing her 
crush on Linus.) All this, and one of the most famous Peanuts strips ever: “Happiness is a warm puppy.” The introduction 
is by comedienne extraordinaire Whoopi Goldberg, who reveals which Peanuts character she has tattooed on her body (and 
where) — as well as telling of her meeting with “Sparky” Schulz, and her fascinating theory on Snoopy’s brother Spike. 

CHARLES M. SCHULZ created over 18,000 Peanuts strips from 1950–2000. 

“The Complete Peanuts has framed Charles Schulz’s enduring masterpiece about as well any lifelong fan could’ve hoped.” — The A.V. Club
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Walt Disney’s Donald Duck: 
“Lost in the Andes”
ISBN 978-1-60699-474-0

Walt Disney’s Donald Duck: 
“A Christmas for Shacktown”
ISBN 978-1-60699-574-7

Walt Disney’s Donald Duck: 
“The Old Castle’s Secret”
ISBN 978-1-60699-653-9

Walt Disney’s Donald Duck: 
“Christmas on Bear Mountain”
ISBN 978-1-60699-697-3

Walt Disney’s Donald Duck:  
“Trail of the Unicorn”
ISBN 978-1-60699-741-3

Walt Disney’s Uncle Scrooge:
“Only a Poor Old Man”
ISBN 978-1-60699-535-8

THE CARL BARKS LIBRARY
In 2011, Fantagraphics Books—the world’s premiere publisher of classic cartooning—partnered with 
Disney Publishing Worldwide to begin publishing the complete Disney comics of artist Carl Barks. For the 
first time, read the complete works of one of the medium’s greatest artists in affordably priced hardcover 
volumes, perfect for parents and children alike.

Walt Disney’s Donald Duck 
Christmas Gift Box Set:  
Christmas on Bear Mountain  
and A Christmas for Shacktown
$49.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-714-7

Walt Disney’s Donald Duck Box 
Set: Lost in the Andes and Trail of 
the Unicorn 
$49.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-796-3

Walt Disney’s Uncle Scrooge:
“The Seven Cities of Gold”
ISBN 978-1-60699-795-6

Walt Disney’s Donald Duck: 
“Trick or Treat”
ISBN 978-1-60699-874-8 

Walt Disney’s Donald Duck: 
“The Pixilated Parrot”
ISBN 978-1-60699-834-2
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$29.99 Hardcover 
Humor / Comics
240 pages, full color, 7 ½” x 10 ¼” 
Territory: X • CQ: 18
ISBN 978-1-60699-920-2

• Great gift idea
• Facebook fan page at facebook.com/

carlbarkslibrary
• The definitive series collecting the 

greatest kids’ comic of all time
• Beloved by generations
• Age range: 5+

MAY

WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK: 
“TERROR OF THE BEAGLE BOYS”
by Carl Barks

A CYCLONE FULL OF CASH, A SINISTER SEA MONSTER, 
AND A SEARCH FOR SPIES ON THE RIVIERA!

It’s the greatest get-rich-quick scheme ever! When a twister scoops up Scrooge’s 
cash and rains it back down, Donald becomes an instant millionaire … but so 
does everyone else! And when a mighty ship vanishes at sea, detective Donald 
tracks down the culprit — a giant sea monster! Then, on a trip to the Riviera, 
it’s all spies, counterspies, and counter-counter spies when Huey, Dewey, and 
Louie run afoul of the mysterious Madame Triple-X. And when Donald and 
the boys wind up in Old California, the rush is on — for the gold in them 
thar hills!

Carl Barks delivers another superb collection of outrageous hijinks, 
preposterous situations, bamboozlement, befuddlement, and all-around 
cartooning brilliance. Over 200 pages of stories, each meticulously restored 
and newly colored. Insightful story notes by an international panel of Barks 
experts.

CARL BARKS (1901-2000), one of the most brilliant cartoonists of the 20th 
century, has entertained millions around the world with his timeless tales of 
Donald Duck and Uncle Scrooge. Among many other honors, he was named 
a Disney Legend and has been inducted into the William Randolph Hearst 
Cartoon Hall of Fame and the Will Eisner Comic Book Hall of Fame.

 “I consider [Carl Barks’s comics] to be the best form of storytelling I’ve read.” — Jeff Kinney

“A perfect introduction to one of the greatest all-ages comics artists of all time.” — NPR

“A priceless part of our literary heritage.” — George Lucas

See opposite page for more volumes in this series.
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$34.99 Hardcover 
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary 
544 pages, black and white with 162 
color pages, 6 ¼” x 7” 
Territory: E • CQ: 6
ISBN 978-1-60699-922-6

• The Magnum Opus of a cult favorite 
author

• Social: facebook.com/
HighboneTheatre

• Review attention
• Digital ARC (PDF)
• Age Range: 15+

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Dungeon Quest Book 3
$19.99 Paperback Original
ISBN 978-1-60699-544-0

The Red Monkey Double 
Happiness Book
$22.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-163-3

Scrublands
$16.95 Paperback Original
ISBN 978-1-56097-744-5

HIGHBONE THEATER
By Joe Daly

A PARANOID, SURREAL, BLACK COMEDY EPIC

Following a succession of some of the most quirky and outré graphic albums 
ever conceived, including the ongoing, award-winning RPG-inspired Dungeon 
Quest series, cartoonist Joe Daly has drawn his most ambitious stand-alone 
graphic novel yet — the 544 page Highbone Theater.

Our protagonist Palmer — wallflower, mystic seeker  and paper mill 
worker — moves into a new apartment with his outwardly self-assured and 
womanizing friend, Perry, and begins an epic struggle of love, hate, and self 
preservation. Events take a peculiar turn as Palmer befriends an iconoclastic 
co-worker, Billy Boy, and plunges head-long into the mysterious and sinister 
world of sorcery, psychological operations, subterranean organizations, wild 
goose chases, and self discovery. Palmer is warned that before any semblance 
of order is restored to his world there will be more chaos and there’s probably 
nothing he can do about it, but that doesn’t stop him from trying!

Joe Daly single handedly conceived his own ruminative slacker genre, 
and Highbone Theater is its artistic apotheosis, drawn in a style that is a cross 
between Charles Burns and Herr Seele, told with artist’s patented leisurely 
rhythms, a hilarious and poignant adventure epic.

JOE DALY lives in South Africa.

“South African cartoonist Joe Daly seems to have internalized the full history of alternative 
comix… he produces archly funny, unsettling surreal pages that recall R. Crumb, Daniel Clowes, 
and Jim Woodring.” — The A.V. Club

MAY
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$29.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
176 pages, black and white with  
32 pages color, 8 ½” x 11” 
Territory: E • CQ: 16
ISBN 978-1-60699-926-4

• Great gift idea
• A cult classic collected at last
• Online at: realdealcomix.com
• West coast author events
• Review attention
• Age range: Adults only

REAL DEAL COMIX
By Lawrence Hubbard with H.P. McElwee

DISCOVER URBAN CHAOS 

Real Deal Comix trades in what it calls the genre of Urban Chaos — a satiric 
depiction of the madness that occurs in the urban centers of America. Each 
story details the everyday struggles of the urban dwellers who go off on each 
other out of the rage and futility that their lives bring them. These people 
live on the edge of a precipice, where everyday tasks like going to the store 
or buying gas requires a stand-or-back-down attitude to survive. Every story 
ends in mayhem. Join G.C, Ace Brogan and Slick Willie in their adventures 
in da’ hood, and remember, they live a real man’s life: no matter what, they 
never back down. 

Real Deal Magazine (“More Fun per Page, More Madness for your Dollar”) 
was a self-published independent comic book created in the 1990s by 
Lawrence Hubbard (a.k.a “Raw Dog”) and H.P. McElwee (a.k.a. “R.D. Bone”) 
and inspired by magazines like Mad and traditional superhero comics but 
satirizing Blaxploitation movies with a cast of convicts, hustlers, drug addicts, 
crack whores, car thieves, and murderers. Real Deal has achieved cult status 
over the years, especially amongst underground artists and counterculture 
circles, and has even been featured in a line of t-shirts from Stüssy, but has 
never been collected… until now. 

LAWRENCE “RAW DOG” HUBBARD lives in South Los Angeles.  
H.P. McELWEE (a.k.a. “R.D. Bone”) passed away in 1998. 

“Real Deal IS the real deal.” — VICE

“One of the rare contemporary African-American created and published comics, Real Deal depicts 
L.A. underworld life with visceral, bone-dry humor and gross out violence rendered in Hubbard’s 
uniquely gnarly line.” — Dan Nadel

MAY



THE PRINCE VALIANT LIBRARY
Fantagraphics is proud to present the complete collection of this epic medieval adventure 
set in the days of King Arthur. Created by Hal Foster in 1937, the Prince Valiant comic 
strip continues to this day.

Vol. 1: 1937–1938
ISBN 978-1-60699-141-1

Vol. 2: 1939–1940
ISBN 978-1-60699-348-4

Vol. 3: 1941–1942
ISBN 978-1-60699-407-8

Vol. 4: 1943–1944
ISBN 978-1-60699-455-9

Vol. 5: 1945–1946
ISBN 978-1-60699-484-9

Vol. 6: 1947–1948
ISBN 978-1-60699-588-4

Vol. 7: 1949–1950 
ISBN 978-1-60699-645-4

The Definitive Prince 
Valiant Companion 
$39.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-306-4
$24.99 Paperback
ISBN 978-1-60699-305-7

Vol. 8: 1951–1952 
ISBN 978-1-60699-699-7

Vol. 9: 1953–1954 
ISBN 978-1-60699-735-2

Vol. 10: 1955-1956
ISBN 978-1-60699-800-7

Vol. 12: 1959-1960
ISBN 978-1-60699-876-2

Vol. 11: 1957-1958
ISBN 978-1-60699-828-1
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THE PRINCE VALIANT LIBRARY

MAY

$34.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Fantasy
112 pages, full color, 10 ¼” x 14”
Territory: E • CQ: 14
ISBN 978-1-60699-925-7

• Eisner Award-nominated series
• One of our bestselling series
•  The Arthurian classic in a beautiful, 

oversized format
• Age range: All Ages

PRINCE VALIANT VOL. 13: 1961-1962
By Hal Foster

VALIANT BEGINS AN EPIC QUEST FOR THE HOLY GRAIL

Our next volume begins with Prince Valiant in search of Arn who has been 
abducted by criminals during a prison revolt. Upon his return to the Misty 
Isles with Arn, Val is greeted by the newest member of his family – a baby boy 
named Galan. Peace soon becomes too boring for Val, so he and Arn set off for 
the Holy Land. From the Middle East to a mission by King Arthur to find an 
overland trade route from Rome to Britain danger follows the noble Prince of 
Thule. Val is wounded, his magnificent stallion, Arvak has gone dangerously 
feral, and Arn is once more kidnapped and held for ransom. Presenting two 
more years of Hal Foster’s award-winning, and New York Times best-selling, 
legendary masterpiece printed from the artist’s personal color engraver’s 
proofs.

HAROLD (“Hal”) RUDOLF FOSTER was born in Halifax, NS, in 1892 and
passed away in Spring Hill, FL, in 1982.

“That Foster was the most virtuosic comics artist of his time, there is some merit to the claim.”
— New York Times

“Hal Foster was an illustrator in the grand tradition of Arthur Rackham and Howard Pyle… Every 
panel packs a one-two punch.” — Vanity Fair

“One of the greatest comic strips of all time and a peak in visual splendor and breath-taking 
adventure, the story of Prince Valiant’s 30+ year odyssey is getting a marvelous presentation in 
Fantagraphics’ series of books.” — The Huffington Post
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$16.99 each
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
104 pages, black and white, 7 ¼” x 8 ¾” 
Territory: E • CQ: 48
Book 1: ISBN 978-1-60699-923-3
Book 2: ISBN 978-1-60699-924-0

• A singular experiment of the comics 
form

• Author events and festival 
appearances

• Digital ARC
• Social: jhscomics.tumblr.com
• Review attention 
• Age range: adults only

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Black River
$18.99, ISBN  
978-1-60699-833-5

The Furry Trap
$24.99, ISBN  
978-1-60699-536-5

JESSICA FARM BOOKS 1 & 2
By Josh Simmons

A UNIQUE, LIFE-SPANNING HORROR FANTASY

Jessica Farm fuses serialized adventure, fantasy and psychological horror and 
stamps it with Josh Simmon’s signature macabre sensibility. Like a Lynchian 
take on Alice in Wonderland, Jessica Farm opens with an exterior of what could 
be any Midwestern farmhouse. Once inside, we track our titular heroine as 
she bounds out of bed on Christmas and goes about her morning routine, 
eventually breakfasting with her grandparents. The banality of the situation 
is subverted by a ratcheting sense of dread, as we discover that Jessica’s 
increasingly nightmarish house is filled with creatures around every corner: 
some whimsical, some sexual, some despairing and some malevolent. Most 
terrifying of all is Jessica’s father, whose promise of presents under the tree 
is loaded with the threat of violence. In Book 2, our heroes come upon the 
Groovy Room, where the atmosphere is different and if you configure your 
mind just right, you can hover in the air.

Jessica Farm is an ambitious experiment in worldbuilding as conceived by 
Simmons. This book is the first volume of a life-spanning comics project in 
which he drew one page every month for the past 16 years, starting in January 
2000—and will continue this project for 50 years in total, releasing 96-page 
increments every 8 years until he amasses a 600-page body of work. 

JOSH SIMMONS lives in Seattle, WA. 

“An extremely ambitious life-spanning project: Simmons plans to create a singe page per month 
for the next 50 years… Despite the fragmented nature of the tale, the unique story is captivating 
because it is odd in the fullest sense of the word: there’s no sign of the ordinary, usual and 
expected.” — Publisher’s Weekly

J O S H  S I M M O N S

2
JessicaFarm-solicitation.indd   2 9/16/15   11:00 AM

MAY
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$19.99 Hardcover 
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
96 pages, full color, 8” x 10”
Territory: X • CQ: 26
ISBN 978-1-60699-932-5

• One of Europe’s most celebrated 
graphic novels of the decade

• The source of the acclaimed 2011 
animated film

• Continuing our commitment to the best 
international cartooning

• Social: @paco_roca and pacoroca.
com• Review attention

• Digital ARC (PDF)
• Age Range: 13+

WRINKLES
by Paco Roca

AN ASTONISHING TALE OF FRIENDSHIP, RESISTANCE, LIFE 
AND DEATH

Retired bank manager Emilio, suffering from Alzheimer’s, is taken to an 
assisted living home by his son. Confused and disoriented by his new 
surroundings, he finds unexpected support in his roommate Miguel, a brash 
rogue and overconfident ladies’ man. Together, they employ clever tricks to 
keep the doctors from noticing Emilio’s ongoing deterioration — and keep 
him from being transferred to the dreaded confinement of the top floor of 
the facility. (“Better to die than to end up there.”) Their determination to stay 
active as individuals and maintain their dignity culminates in a nighttime 
escape and joyride and adds a dash of adventure to their otherwise tedious 
day-to-day routine. While for some residents, the home is a place to wind 
down their lives, for Emilio and Miguel it becomes, in a quirky way, a new 
beginning.

With echoes of One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest and Cocoon, Paco Roca 
squarely addresses the fears of growing old and isolated in a work infused 
with remarkable humor, humanity, and sensitivity. Wrinkles was adapted into 
an award-winning international animated film in 2011, with Martin Sheen 
and Matthew Modine voicing the main characters in the English version. 
Wrinkles swept all the top Spanish comics awards, including the National 
Comics Award and Best Spanish Comic Strip and won Italy’s Gran Guinigi 
Award. Paco Roca won the Goya Award for his screenplay adaptation for the 
animated film, in addition to other international awards for his work as a 
comics artist.

PACO ROCA (Francisco Martínez Roca) was born in Valencia, Spain in 1969. 
After ten years as an advertising artist, he launched his comics career at the age 
of 30.

“Wrinkles portrays the battle against old-age with precision — a battle fought without weapons 
but not exempt of tears.” — Le Monde

“An essential book for any lover of comics or of intense and true-to-life characters, a luxury of a 
read for anyone moved by gut- and heart-wrenching stories.” — Metropolis Books

“Special praise goes to the talent displayed in its approach: avoiding melodrama and introducing 
strokes of humor.” — El Pais

JUNE
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$19.99 Paperback Original
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
128 pages, full color, 7” x 10”
Territory: E • CQ: 40
ISBN 978-1-60699-928-8

• Digital ARC
• Review attention
• Author events and festival 

appearances
• Social: @NoahVanSciver and 

noahvansciver.tumblr.com
• Age range: 15+

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Fante Bukowski
$12.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-851-9

Saint Cole
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-817-5

The Hypo: The Melancholic Young 
Lincoln
$24.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-619-5

DISQUIET 
By Noah Van Sciver; Introduction by Robin Edwards

SHORT STORIES FROM THE ACCLAIMED GRAPHIC NOVELIST

Featuring over a dozen literary comic shorts by acclaimed cartoonist Noah 
Van Sciver. Whether in his fiction (Fante Bukowski) or nonfiction (The 
Hypo: The Melancholic Young Lincoln), Van Sciver has carved a niche as a 
keen observer of the human condition, exploring the decisions people make 
that make, break, and define them. Disquiet showcases the best of his short 
work, including: “The Death Of Elijah Lovejoy,” the story of the midwestern 
abolitionist in the 1830s who published a radical newspaper that denounced 
slavery and provoked local mobs to destroy his printing presses; “The Lizard 
Who Laughed,” a painfully dysfunctional reunion between an absent father 
and his adult son; and “Punks V. Lizards,” an anarchic and darkly comic piece 
of absurdity that blends Quadrophenia with Jurassic Park. As writer/musician 
Robin Edwards (Lisa Prank) notes in her introduction, “The stories in this 
book run all over the place… What comes through is wholeheartedly Noah: 
anxious and funny and depressed and weird and brilliant.”

NOAH VAN SCIVER lives in Columbus, OH.

“Rather like an American version of Dickens infused into a Jane Austen love story.” — Library 
Journal

“Noah Van Sciver has developed a storytelling style that I find enormously appealing.” — Chester 
Brown

JUNE
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$19.99 Paperback Original
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
144 pages, black and white, 8” x 11 ½”
Territory: E • CQ: 26
ISBN 978-1-60699-930-1

• Digital ARC
• Review attention
• Author events and festival 

appearances
• Social: @leslie_stein and 

majesticcreature.tumblr.com
• Age range: 15+

JUNE

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Eye of the Majestic Creature
$18.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-413-9

Eye of the Majestic Creature Vol. 2
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-672-0

Bright-Eyed at Midnight
$22.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-838-0

EYE OF THE MAJESTIC CREATURE: 
TIME CLOCK
By Leslie Stein

TRUTH IS STRANGER THAN REALITY 

Leslie Stein returns with the third volume of her series Eye of the Majestic 
Creature appropriately titled “Time Clock.” Becoming ever more ambitious in 
her artistic pursuits, our protagonist Larrybear attends her first sand counting 
convention to debut her new creation, an apple named Ron. There she meets 
other sand counters — who do exactly what their title implies, count grains 
of sand in order to make sculptures out of them — for the first time, as well 
as her new nemesis, the  “minimalist “ counter Tim Heerling. Going back 
and forth between the countryside, where her guitar Marshmallow has begun 
a pie making business, and New York, where Larry manages a restaurant in 
Brooklyn, Larry begins to ponder her future. Things go awry when a hurricane 
hits New York and she is left to her own devices to get through the next night 
of work, with a packed bar, no food or beverage deliveries, and plumbing 
problems. To make matters worse, the new job is doing nothing to help Larry’s 
ever-worsening drinking problem…

Stein is a cartoonist whose work is characterized by a unique visual stylization 
with fantastic elements and thoroughly grounded by a cast of characters who 
uncannily capture the truth of young, struggling, middle class lives.

LESLIE STEIN lives in Brooklyn, NY. 

“Leslie Stein’s comics give readers privileged access to a complete and wholly original world of 
gently skewed wonders.” — Jim Woodring

“Cute and sad and familiar, especially if you’re 30 or under.” — Vice

T I M E  C L O C K

EYE
OF THE

LESLIE STEIN

MAJESTIC
CREATURE



Vol. 1: “The Son of the Sun,”
ISBN 978-1-60699-742-0

Vol. 2: “Return to Plain Awful,”
ISBN 978-1-60699-780-2

Vol. 3: “Treasure Under Glass,”
ISBN 978-1-60699-781-9 

Vol. 4: “The Life and Times of Scrooge 
McDuck (Spirit of Enterprise)”
ISBN 978-1-60699-866-3

Walt Disney’s Uncle Scrooge and
Donald Duck: The Don Rosa Library
Vols. 1 & 2 Gift Box Set
ISBN 978-1-60699-781-9

Walt Disney’s Uncle Scrooge and
Donald Duck: The Don Rosa Library
Vols. 3 & 4 Gift Box Set
ISBN 978-1-60699-867-0

THE DON ROSA LIBRARY

“The L
ast of the Clan M

cD
uck”

THE
DON ROSA
LIBRARY
VOL. 4 “The Last of the Clan McDuck”

and

The

Library Vol. 4
DON ROSA

Presenting a comprehensive series of hardcover books 
collecting the internationally revered Disney Duck stories by 
Don Rosa to American audiences for the first time. 
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$29.99 Hardcover 
Humor / Comics
192 pages, full color, 8 ½” x 11”
Territory: X • CQ: 16
ISBN 978-1-60699-927-1

• A New York Times best selling series
• The Disney Ducks remain among 

Disney’s most popular characters
• One of the great adventure comics of 

all-time
• Great gift idea
• Digital ARC
• Age range: all ages

JUNE

WALT DISNEY UNCLE SCROOGE AND 
DONALD DUCK
THE DON ROSA LIBRARY VOL 5:  
“THE RICHEST DUCK IN THE 
WORLD”
By Don Rosa

CONTUNUING ROSA’S MAGNUM OPUS: “THE LIFE AND 
TIMES OF SCROOGE MCDUCK”

Extry! Extry! Klondike sourdough Scrooge McDuck has struck gold at last—
and now everyone wants a piece of him! From slimy loan shark Soapy Slick to 
Blackheart Beagle to Bombie the Zombie, the world is converging on Scrooge 
in Fantagraphics’ fifth complete, chronological book of Duck adventures by 
Don Rosa!

Don Rosa, among the world’s most beloved modern cartoonists, launched 
his Duckburg career in 1987, following in the footsteps of Disney legend 
Carl Barks. His original “Life and Times of Scrooge McDuck” series (Will 
Eisner Comic Industry Award, 1995: Best Serialized Story) concludes in this 
volume—back in print at last! See Scrooge’s legendary Gold Rush battles in 
“King of the Klondike”; spy on his big move to Donald’s future hometown 
in “The Invader of Fort Duckburg!” Then, in one of Rosa’s first post-“Life of 
Scrooge” sagas, Scrooge and the Junior Woodchucks hunt down the legendary 
Library of Alexandria in “Guardians of the Lost Library!” Presented with 
brilliant color and a treasure trove of Rosa’s cover art and behind-the-scenes 
factoids, these Duckburg epics are back in a definitive, comprehensive edition 
for posterity—at a bargain price worthy of Scrooge himself!

DON ROSA (b. June 29, 1951), one of the most beloved modern cartoonists in 
the world, launched his Duckburg career in 1987, following in the footsteps of 
Carl Barks. He is a 2005 Frankfurt Book Fair International Grand Prize winner 
and 2013 Bill Finger Award Recipient for Excellence in Comic Book Writing.

“Rosa’s Duck comics? They’re great.” — School Library Journal

“While remaining totally true to Scrooge McDuck’s ornery persona, Rosa turned the moody 
miser into a plucky adventurer worthy of Tintin. The billed billionaire, in Rosa’s hands, seemed to 
overpower his own Disney persona and become a full-fledged character.” — Publishers Weekly
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Corpse on the Imjin!  
and Other Stories 
Classic war stories from 
Two-Fisted Tales and 
Frontline Combat, written  
by Harvey Kurtzman  
ISBN 978-1-60699-545-7

Came the Dawn  
and Other Stories 
All 26 crime and suspense 
shockers created by 
Wallace Wood for EC 
ISBN 978-1-60699-546-4

50 Girls 50  
and Other Stories 
Every Al Williamson 
science-fiction story from 
Weird Science and Weird 
Science-Fantasy 
ISBN 978-1-60699-577-8

‘Tain’t the Meat...  
It’s the Humanity  
and Other Stories 
Every Jack Davis horror 
story from Tales From  
the Crypt  
ISBN 978-1-60699-578-5

Fall Guy for Murder  
and Other Stories 
Johnny Craig’s crime  
and horror stories from  
Crime SuspenStories and 
The Vault of Horror 
ISBN 978-1-60699-658-4

Spawn of Mars  
and Other Stories 
Over two dozen of  
Wally Wood’s best EC 
science-fiction stories
ISBN 978-1-60699-805-2

Child of Tomorrow  
and Other Stories
Al Feldstein’s solo sci-
fi classics from Weird 
Science and Weird Fantasy 
ISBN 978-1-60699-659-1

Zero Hour  
and Other Stories
22 EC science-fiction 
classics illustrated by  
Jack Kamen
ISBN 978-1-60699-704-8

Judgment Day  
and Other Stories
23 EC sci-fi classics 
illustrated by Joe Orlando 
and written by Al Feldstein 
and Ray Bradbury
ISBN 978-1-60699-727-7

The EC Comics Slipcase Vol. 1
$94.99 Four-volume, hardcover 
box set
ISBN 978-1-60699-728-4

The EC Comics Slipcase Vol. 2
$99.99 Four-volume, hardcover 
box set
ISBN 978-1-60699-821-2

Aces High 
All of George Evans’s 
aviation war stories  
from EC’s Aces High
ISBN 978-1-60699-784-0

THE EC COMICS LIBRARY

Sucker Bait 
and Other Stories
25 classic horror stories 
by Graham Ingels, Al 
Feldstein, and others. 
ISBN 978-1-60699-827-4

Grave Business and  
Other Stories
A collection of grisly, 
shocking horror stories 
illustrated by Graham 
Ingels and written by  
Al Feldstein.
ISBN 978-1-60699-827-4

Bomb Run
and Other Stories
34 taut, gritty war stories 
by John Severin with Will 
Elder, Harvey Kurtzman, 
and others. 
ISBN 978-1-60699-749-9

Forty Whacks  
and Other Stories
A collection of hard-boiled 
crime and horror drawn by 
Jack Kamen and written by 
Al Feldstein.
ISBN 978-1-60699-862-5

The High Cost of Dying 
and Other Stories
Classic crime, horror and 
sci-fi from Reed Crandall 
and Al Feldstein.
ISBN 978-1-60699-908-8

In 2012, Fantagraphics Books began repackaging the esteemed EC Comics of the 1950s 
in a series of handsome hardcovers devoted to specific artists and writers, pairing two of 
the most storied publishers in comics history and introducing the timeless work of EC to 
contemporary readers. 
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$29.99 Hardcover 
Comics & Graphic Novels / Horror
224 pages, black and white, 7 ¼” x 10 ¼”
Territory: E • CQ: 16
ISBN 978-1-60699-929-5

• Our New York Times best-selling series 
collecting the classic EC Comics

• Great gift idea
• Social: @EC_Comics and ec-comics.

tumblr.com
• Review attention
• Digital ARC (PDF)
• Age Range: 12+

THE LIVING MUMMY  
AND OTHER STORIES
by Jack Davis and Al Feldstein

CLASSIC EC HORROR FROM THE MASTERFUL JACK DAVIS!

When Jack Davis took up his pen for EC Comics, he made his innocent victims 
more eye-poppingly terrified, his ax-murderers more gleefully gruesome, and 
his vampires and werewolves more bloodthirsty and feral than any other artist.

These horror and suspense tales — from the pages of Vault of Horror, Haunt 
of Fear, Crime SuspenStories, and Shock SuspenStories — offer everything a 
horror fan could ask for: re-animated bodies and body parts, a ghoul who 
stores bodies like a squirrel stores nuts, a vampire who moonlights at (where 
else?) a blood bank, greedy business partners, corrupt politicians, jealous 
lovers, revenge from beyond the grave, and a healthy complement of vampires, 
werewolves, and assorted grotesqueries. All leavened with the cackling, pun-
laced humor of scripter Al Feldstein and illuminated as only the virtuoso 
brushwork of Jack Davis can present them. More than 30 stories, plus 
extensive story notes and bonus features.

JACK DAVIS was a founding cartoonist of Mad and one of the most in-demand 
caricaturists and cartoonists in the world for his 60-year career. Davis was born 
in 1924 in Atlanta, Georgia, and is still going strong. He was inducted into the 
Will Eisner Hall of Fame in 2003. 

ALBERT B. FELDSTEIN (1928-2014) was an American writer, editor, and 
artist, best known for his work at EC and, from 1956 to 1984, as editor of Mad 
magazine. 

“There’s just something about Jack Davis’s stuff that blows me away. … Even when he’s drawing a 
gross-out, he just makes me laugh.” — George A. Romero
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ALSO AVAILABLE:

Jack Davis: Drawing 
American Pop Culture —  
A Career Retrospective
$49.99 Hardcover  
ISBN 978-1-60699-447-4



Color Sundays Vol. 1:  
“Call of the Wild”
ISBN 978-1-60699-576-1

Color Sundays Vol. 2:  
“Robin Hood Rides Again!”
ISBN 978-1-60699-686-7

Vol. 5: “Outwits the Phantom Blot”
ISBN 978-1-60699-736-9

Before becoming an icon, Mickey Mouse gained fame as a rough-and-tumble, two-fisted action hero. His greatest feats of derring-do took place in 
this comic strip, written and drawn by Floyd Gottfredson, one of the greatest cartoonists of the 20th century. 

Vol. 1: “Race to Death Valley”
ISBN 978-1-60699-441-2

Vol. 2: “Trapped on Treasure Island”
ISBN 978-1-60699-495-5

Vol. 3: “High Noon at Inferno Gulch”
ISBN 978-1-60699-531-0

Vol. 4: “House of the Seven Haunts!”
ISBN 978-1-60699-575-4

Vols. 1 & 2 Gift Box Set
ISBN 978-1-60699-496-2

Vols. 3 & 4 Gift Box Set
ISBN 978-1-60699-576-1

Color Sundays 1 & 2 Gift Box Set
ISBN 978-1-60699-576-1

THE FLOYD GOTTFREDSON LIBRARY

Vol. 6: “Lost in Lands of Long Ago”
ISBN 978-1-60699-782-6

Vol. 7: “March of the Zombies”
ISBN 978-1-60699-829-8

Vols. 5 & 6 Gift Box Set
ISBN 978-1-60699-783-3

Vol. 8: “The Tomorrow Wars”
ISBN 978-1-60699-868-7

Vols. 7 & 8 Gift Box Set
ISBN 978-1-60699-869-4
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WALT DISNEY’S MICKEY MOUSE VOL. 9:
“RISE OF THE RHYMING MAN” 
By Floyd Gottfredson

2012 WILL EISNER COMIC INDUSTRY AWARD WINNER: BEST ARCHIVAL COLLECTION

He’s here at last—Mickey’s 25th-century time-traveler pal, Eega Beeva! With his wicked wit, wild future-world customs, 
and hold-anything “magic pocket,” Eega is a wild card like Mickey’s never met. But Mickey and Eega will both have to get 
wild to save Mouseton from the Rhyming Man... a poetic master spy with an arsenal of chemical weapons! Artist Floyd 
Gottfredson teamed up with classic Disney writer Bill Walsh to create Eega Beeva and the Rhyming Man—and challenge 
daring, discombobulated Mickey with them both!

With friends like Eega, after all, Mickey barely needs enemies. When the “Man of Tomorrow” isn’t eating pigeon feath-
ers or adopting a college-educated ape, he’s giving a mental complex to Goofy—who refuses to believe that time-travelers 
exist! Restored from Disney’s original proof sheets, Rise of the Rhyming Man also includes more than 20 pages of futuristic 
extras! You’ll enjoy rare behind-the-scenes art, vintage publicity material, and fascinating commentary by hi-tech Disney 
historians! Walt Disney often said that his studio’s success “all started with a Mouse”—and today Mickey is among the 
world’s most recognizable icons. Now it’s time to rediscover the wild, unforgettable personality behind the icon: Floyd 
Gottfredson’s Mickey Mouse. 

Hired as a short-term replacement in 1930, FLOYD GOTTFREDSON went on to draw Mickey Mouse for the next 45 years.
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$35.00 Hardcover 
Humor / Comic Strips 
288 pages, black and white (with some color), 
10 ½” x 8 ¾”
Territory: X • CQ: 14
ISBN 978-1-60699-931-8

• Great gift idea
• Amongst the top five most familiar 

properties in the world 
• Digital ARC
• Age range: all ages

“From the beautifully reproduced strips to the densely packed ancillary features, this must be the book that editors David Gerstein and 
Fantagraphics’ co-founder Gary Groth wanted for years for their own libraries. Their enthusiasm shows in the wonderfully designed package.  
This book is highly recommended for any Disney fan and fans of America’s rich comic strip history.” — Christian Science Monitor
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$39.99 Hardcover • Territory: E
Humor / Comic Strips • CQ: 10
372 pages, black and white with over 50 
pages in full color, 10 ½" x 6 ¾"
ISBN 978-1-60699-823-6

• Review attention
• From the creator of Harold and the 

Purple Crayon
• Designed by Daniel Clowes
• Co-edited by Johnson biographer 

Philip Nel and Fantagraphics 
Associate Publisher Eric Reynolds

• A 2014 Eisner Award nominee for Best 
Archival Collection

• A Publishers Weekly Comics World 
2013 Critics’ Poll Honorable Mention

• Age Range: 8+

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Volume One, ISBN 978-1-60699-522-8

Volume Two, ISBN 978-1-60699-709-3

BARNABY VOLUME THREE
By Crockett Johnson with Jack Morley and Ted Ferro; Introduction by Jeff Smith

THE THIRD (OF FIVE) VOLUMES COLLECTING “THE LAST GREAT COMIC STRIP”

The long-lost comic strip masterpiece by legendary children’s book author Crockett Johnson (Harold and the Purple Crayon, 
The Carrot Seed), collected in full and designed by graphic novelist and Barnaby superfan Daniel Clowes (Ghost World). 

Volume Three collects the postwar years of 1946–1947, continuing five-year-old Barnaby Baxter and his Fairy Godfather 
J.J. O’Malley’s misadventures. Bumbling but endearing, Mr. O’Malley rarely gets his magic to work—even when he consults 
his Fairy Godfather’s Handy Pocket Guide. The true magic of Barnaby resides in its canny mix of fantasy and satire, amplified 
by the understated elegance of Crockett Johnson’s clean, spare art. In its combination of Johnson’s sly wit and O’Malley’s ami-
able windbaggery, a child’s feeling of wonder and an adult’s wariness, highly literate jokes and a keen eye for the ridiculous, 
Barnaby expanded our sense of what comics can do. This volume also features essays by comics historians Charles Hatfield 
and Coulton Waugh, as well as Johnson biographer Philip Nel. 

CROCKETT JOHNSON (1906–1975) remains a giant in the world of children’s literature, 40 years after his death.

“There’s no way Jack Kerouac, along with every other self-consciously cool person in New York, wasn’t reading this. O’Malley turns into Neal Cassady, the 
guy who’s not quite human, who never shuts up, who drives you crazy, and who can make anything happen, just like that.” —Greil Marcus, The Believer

“[Barnaby] radiates human warmth and whimsy . . . [T]he artist’s brilliantly-written characters . . . keep their feet planted in the all-too-real world of 1940s 
America while flying off on pink wings into one of the greatest fantasy strips ever made.” —Art Spiegelman 

“[T]he book you hold is, well . . . the last great comic strip. Yes, there are dozens of other strips worth rereading, but none are this Great; this is great like 
Beethoven, or Steinbeck, or Picasso. This is so great it lives in its own timeless bubble of oddness and truth.” —Chris Ware 

“Quietly, almost sneakily, [Barnaby] upended the way we were, with acts of quiet subversion that had no political intent—actually, no intent of any kind . . . 
O’Malley showed us day after day that the center did not hold.” —Jules Feiffer

JUNE
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$49.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Nonfiction
500 pages, full color, 8” x 10”
Territory: E • CQ: 8
ISBN 978-1-60699-933-2

• Over ten years in the making
• Off-the-book-page features
• Cover by Daniel Clowes
• Featuring virtually every major 

cartooning figure of the last quarter-
century

• Cross-promotion with Fantagraphics 
40th Anniversary in 2016

• Digital ARC
• Age range: 15+

COMICS AS ART: WE TOLD YOU SO
By Tom Spurgeon with Michael Dean

HAPPY 40TH TO US

In 1976, a group of young men and women coalesced around a fledgling 
magazine and the idea that comics could be art. In 2016, comics intended for 
an adult readership are reviewed favorably in the New York Times, enjoy panels 
devoted to them at Book Expo America, and sell in bookstores comparable to 
prose efforts of similar weight and intent.

Comics As Art: We Told You So tells of Fantagraphics Books’ key role in 
helping build and shape an art movement around a discredited, ignored 
and fading expression of Americana the way insiders share the saga with one 
another other: in anecdotal form, in the words of the people who lived it and 
saw it happen. Comics historian and critic Tom Spurgeon and Michael Dean 
assemble an all-star cast of industry figures, critics, cartoonists, art objects, 
curios and groundbreaking publications to bring you a detailed account of 
Fantagraphics’ first 40 years.

Comics as Art is a detailed catalog of the look of a cultural awakening. It’s 
a story that includes appearances by Chris Ware, Art Spiegelman, Harlan 
Ellison, Jim Shooter, Stan Lee, Daniel Clowes, Frank Miller, Peter Bagge, Jaime 
Hernandez, Gilbert Hernandez, Dave Sim, Steve Geppi, Todd McFarlane and 
every other major figure in the arts or business end of modern comics. More 
than a corporate history or a fond look back, Comics As Art: We Told You So 
makes the warts and all case for Fantagraphics Books’ position near the heart 
of the modern reclamation of the comics art form.

TOM SPURGEON lives in Columbus, OH. 
MICHAEL DEAN lives in Seattle, WA. 

“I’m just grateful that Fantagraphics exists.” —Neil Gaiman

“Their nurturing of certain cartoonists, like Dan Clowes and the Hernandez Brothers, helped me 
appreciate those cartoonists.” —Art Spiegelman

“To me, [Fantagraphics] perfectly captured the zeitgeist of the time, that woozy, bleary-eyed 
hangover to the ’80s that was the pre-Clinton ’90s. Not only that, but [they] perfectly summed up the 
zeitgeist of where I was in context to the zeitgeist of the time. It was truly the most zeitgeisty thing 
that ever happened. Ever.” —Dana Gould

JULY

14 15

GroTh I don’t recall anybody from my school being 
interested in collecting comics certainly not as 
interested as I was. In my neighborhood me and 
all my friends would act out superhero scenarios. I 
actually made a Captain America shield with layers 
and layers of cardboard and glue. I made a Thor 
hammer. I would conscript my friends into playing 
characters.

caTron I was the only one in my town that I knew of 
reading comics. It was one of those typical, isolated 
fanboy things. I don’t remember it being a source of 
much of anything, like kidding or anything like that. 
It wasn’t anything I was sharing because I didn’t have 
any reason to I couldn’t tell anyone else had an interest.

ThoMpSon I never thought of it as a social activity. I just 
read my comics and that was that. A lot of other kids 
read comics, some didn’t read comics, and it wasn’t 
an issue. It wasn’t considered socially retarded or 
anything. I think maybe European kids were more 
tolerant. Comics just entertained me, basically.

aaSe ThoMpSon When we lived in Bonn, that was the 
capital of Germany at the time so the French embassy 
was there. There was a bookstore there where the 
kids bought their books. They had all the comics. 
I remember once we came in, and Kim had gotten 
a lot of money from his grandparents. This money 
was burning a hole in his pocket. There was this little 
woman running the bookstore probably making one 
dollar an hour and here’s this kid with all the money. 
When he was standing there with all his comics and 
all his money, I explained he got the money from his 
grandparents. She looked at me and said, “Madam, 
would you rather he read comics or be standing on  
the corner smoking pot?”

fantastic fanzine and otHer Pursuits

hoWard GroTh I don’t know what age, maybe 12 years 
old, Gary said he was going to be a publisher. He 
never deviated from that goal. 

 There was a false intimacy that Stan Lee did in the 
letters pages and the Soapboxes, this hipness and 
intimacy and made you feel as if you were part of the 
club. They played it off against DC, which was staid 
and anal retentive and kind of corporate. Marvel 
looked loose and chummy; it looked like it was one 
big happy family with the nicknames. I bought into 
it hook, line and sinker. I was 12, 13, 14. I was at the 
right age to buy into that. I was an antisocial kid at that 
point.

caTron By that time I was collecting and throwing my 
underwear out of my chest of drawers so I could put 
them in there and stack them neatly. You remember 
that in the DC Comics especially, but also in Marvel, 
they had those little notes at the bottom — “see issue 
#127.” I wanted to see issue #127! At that time, the 
only way to have that issue was to have bought it 
previously and save it so you could refer back to it. 
That’s how I started collecting. Once I’d found this 
goofy little world, I didn’t want to miss anything.

ThoMpSon I got a super crash course in Marvel history 
because at the time I started they were reprinting a lot 
of the classic Ditko and Kirby Spider-Man, Fantastic 
Four, and X-Men stuff in those big 64-page 25-cent 
comics. I was a collector but as a reader, so I wasn’t 
anal about original issues — an issue of Marvel Tales 
with Spider-Man #17 was just as good as Spider-Man 
#17 so far as I was concerned. I also bought back 
issues through the Passaic Comics Company and 
quickly assembled a formidable Marvel collection. 
 I think I was responding to what everyone 
responds to: the power fantasies, the fun, the 
violence, and the energetic graphics. I loved and 
still love European comics, but something like the 
American comics back then can be a breath of fresh 
air. The pulpy excitement of them. Then of course 
there’s the whole Marvel world where everything is 
interrelated and the Stan’s Soapbox kind of thing — 
there’s nothing like that in European comics. Those 
series are completely individual, and they don’t have 
that carnival barker kind of atmosphere. 

GroTh kjfaepoijf kajf oej kajc../ adfjjeoij klakjf;jeowi. 
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DecKer: Because housing was so expensive in Stamford, 
Gary subletted bedrooms to a couple of people who had 
nothing to do with Fantagraphics and worked elsewhere 
(I can’t remember if it was more than one), I can only 
guess what they thought of the mad goings-on. 

tom heintjes, news writer: As the new guy I got the 
crummiest accommodation. It was a storage room where 
they kept boxes of back issues. I stacked the boxes up and 
laid a mattress on top of the boxes. I had enough room to 
sidle out and then sidle back in at the end of the day. All I 
ever did was work and sleep.

miKe catron: It was a very nice house. It had paper walls, 
kind of a Japanese design. The upstairs main bedroom 
where Gary was was a huge sliding door with paper 
panes. The house was like that. Down in the basement 
they had a sauna. It was a redwood booth, with a pile of 
coals, you’d turn on the electricity and you could get a 
sauna bath. That lasted until we needed more space and 

Lodge because it somewhat resembled one, built into 
a hillside so the second-floor back door was at ground 
level while the first floor/basement had a front door. It 
was well back from the street and pretty well surrounded 
by woods. There were other houses in the area, and 
I wonder if there was a potential conflict with zoning 
laws since Gary was running a business out of his house 
and there were UPS and other delivery trucks making 
frequent stops. 

Gary Kwapisz, artist, eDitorial cartoonist, hanGer-on: The 
house at West Haviland Lane was a big contemporary 
that had a basement in front. It was in the basement 
that the magazines were put together. Everything was 
down there, including Mr. Wim who slept in the sauna.

Ken smith: Every closet and shelf-system were crammed 
with reference copies and Fantagraphic publications. 
The living room was rather shadowy and very amiably 
laid out, nearly a conversation pit. It must have been a 
fun place to work, even with hell-on-wheels deadlines 
over everybody’s heads. In retrospect I guess I wonder 
why there weren’t more tables and working surfaces. 
I know I always have a shortage of unencumbered 
surfaces, not to mention shelving.

thompson: It was the same thing, different place. We just 
lived in a nicer house.

steven rinGGenberG, staff writer: It was in a beautiful 
neighborhood and I liked to go running when I lived 
there. 

Groth: We shared a really long driveway with one other 
house. Five of us lived in the house. The office was on 
the ground floor and included a bedroom and a sauna. 
The living rooms and the kitchen and two bedrooms 
were on the second floor and then on the third floor 
were two more bedrooms. Our neighbors put up with 
us for over six years. I don’t know if they knew quite 
what we did. I think they probably thought it was some 
drug-dealing operation, and the fewer questions asked 
the better.

Above: The Ski Lodge. We were only able to rent this house because 
the owner was an absentee owner and never met us. We were 
surrounded by forest on three sides and shared a long, 300 yard 
driveway with one neighbor. I loved that driveway because it was 
straight and opened on the ascent, dipped down, and went up again, 
so that driving into it at top speed was like experiencing a roller-

coaster. I got so good that I could whip into the garage at full speed 
and stop three inches short of the wall. Below, left: Dwight Decker, 
circa 1981. Below, right: This is our favorite Thai restaurant in 
new York, approx. 52nd & Broadway. Left to right: Me, Peppy, and 
our first employee, Laura. Her husband Roger probably took the 
photo. GG

Left: Tom Heintjes; Right: Dave Olbrich, circa 1982-83.



THE GILBERT HERNANDEZ LIBRARY

The “B” Movie  
Graphic Novels:

Maria M. Book 1
$22.99, ISBN 978-1-56097-783-4

Maria M. Book 2
$22.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-830-4

Chance in Hell
$16.95, ISBN 978-1-56097-833-6

Love from the Shadows
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-406-1

The Troublemakers
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-56097-922-7

The Love and Rockets  
Collections

Heartbreak Soup
$14.95, ISBN 978-1-56097-783-4

Human Diastrophism
$14.95, ISBN 978-1-56097-848-0

Beyond Palomar
$16.95, ISBN 978-1-56097-882-4

Luba and Her Family
$18.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-753-6

Ofelia
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-806-9
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GARDEN OF FLESH
By Gilbert Hernandez

GILBERT HERNANDEZ TACKLES ADAM & EVE —AND 
NOTHING IS SACRED

As only the unfettered Id of Gilbert Hernandez could conceive, Garden of 
Flesh is a sexually explicit retelling of the story of Adam and Eve up to Noah’s 
Ark. Hernandez presents a straightforward adaptation of the Bible parable, 
but one that also blurs the lines between erotica and pornography, as only 
Hernandez can. In the Garden of Eden, where Adam and Eve are youthful 
and beautiful, is sex is a source of happiness, even when it’s psychologically 
and spiritually fraught? Leave it to Hernandez to explore the story of original 
Sin from a perspective you didn’t get in Sunday school. As an added bonus, 
longtime Love and Rockets fans will recognize some beloved characters/actors 
portraying key players. 

GILBERT HERNANDEZ lives in Las Vegas, NV with his wife and daughter.

“Hernandez is one of the great crasftmen of modern comics.” — The New York Times Book Review

“Hernandez has become the medium’s David Lynch or Guy Maddin, rolling his personal obsessions 
and freewheeling abstractions into stories that present as pulp, then take some very weird turns.” 
— The A.V. Club

$9.99 Hardcover
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
96 pages, full color, 4” x 5”
Territory: E • CQ: 96
ISBN 978-1-60699-935-6

• An original, provocative graphic 
novel from the co-creator of Love and 
Rockets

• Digital ARC
• Author events and festival 

appearances
• Review attention
• Social: @BetomessGilbert
• Age range: adults only

JULYJULY



THE TONY MILLIONAIRE LIBRARY

MAAKIES
Drinky Crow’s Maakies Treasury
$29.99, ISBN 978-1-56097-975-3

Maakies with the Wrinkled Knees
$19.95, ISBN 978-1-56097-893-0

Der Struwwelmaakies
$19.95, ISBN 978-1-56097-654-7

Green Eggs and Maakies
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-618-8

Little Maakies on the Prairie
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-392-7

SOCK MONKEY
Sock Monkey Treasury:  
A “Tony Millionaire’s Sock Monkey” Collection
$39.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-696-6

Sock Monkey: Into the Deep Woods
$16.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-746-8

BILLY HAZELNUTS
Billy Hazelnuts
$19.95, ISBN 978-1-56097-701-8

Billy Hazelnuts and the Crazy Bird
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-56097-917-3

MISC.
500 Portraits
$22.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-473-3

“Featuring characters of pure, ginned-up id, engaging in high jinks that range from 

the boobish to the bizarre, and the humor is often so lowbrow as to be subterranean. 

Millionaire is the closest thing we have to George Herriman of Krazy Kat.”  

— The New York Times Book Review
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$29.99 Hardcover
Humor / Comic Strips
128 pages, black and white, 10 ½” x 8 ½”
Territory: E • CQ: 20
ISBN 978-1-60699-934-9

• Featuring 200 all new Maakies strips from 
2011-2015

• Digital ARC 
• Review attention
• Author events and festival appearances
• Social: @tonymillionaire and maakies.com
• Age range: adults only

DRINKY CROW DRINKS AGAIN
By Tony Millionaire

THE LAST, GREAT, DELIRIOUSLY ANARCHIC COMIC STRIP

Tony Millionaire’s Maakies is one of the longest-running and most decorated weekly comic strips in America, garnering 
multiple Harvey and Eisner Awards since it debuted in 1994. Drinky Crow Drinks Again collects over 200 Maakies strips 
from the past half-decade for the very first time! Featuring the comical high-seas adventures of a booze-soaked corvid (they 
don’t call him “Drinky” Crow for nothin’) and his equally-soused simian pal (Uncle Gabby), Maakies blends vaudeville-
style humor and a breathtaking line that hearkens back to the glory days of the American comic strip. Maakies suggests 
a contemporary collaboration between E.C. Segar, creator of Popeye, and seafaring novelist Patrick O’Brian (Master and 
Commander). Millionaire has won multiple Harvey and Eisner Awards and is also the creator of the popular Sock Monkey 
and Billy Hazelnuts books.

TONY MILLIONAIRE lives in Pasadena, CA with his wife and two daughters.

“Tricking brains and blowing minds has been Millionaire’s modus operandi for years, which is why his existential antihero Drinky Crow spends a good 
amount of time trying to destroy his own.” — Wired

JULY
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$24.99 Paperback Original 
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
172 pages, full color, 5 ½” x 8 ½” 
Territory: E • CQ: 44
ISBN 978-1-60699-937-0 

• A remarkable synthesis of form and 
content

• Author events and festival 
appearances

• Digital ARC
• Review attention
• Social: @JesseReklaw and 

jessereklaw.tumblr.com 
• Age range: 17+

ALSO AVAILABLE:

Couch Tag
$26.99, ISBN  
978-1-60699-676-8

LOVF: AN ILLUSTRATED VISION 
QUEST OF A MAN LOSING HIS MIND
By Jesse Reklaw

A MENTAL BREAKDOWN, ILLUSTRATED

LOVF is the sketchbook companion of a man literally losing his mind. 
Homeless and broke after giving all his stuff to punk rock heroin dealers, he 
ends up off his meds and on a secret quest from Portland to Brooklyn, DC, 
LA, San Francisco, and Seattle. He throws himself into every experience like it 
was his last; like it should be his last. With wild energy, promiscuity, criminal 
activity, and substance abuse, this becomes a full-blown manic episode... all of 
it captured by LOVF, the trusty sidekick. 

Jammed with cartoons, mad schemes, psychedelic portraits, and notes 
from the road, LOVF is a travel journal, and a mirror of the post-traumatic 
dreamworld its author can’t escape from. After losing his house, his job, his 
partner, and his best friend, he is triple-diagnosed with bipolar mood disorder, 
PTSD, and crippling chronic pain. As a self-professed over-achiever, he made 
sure things only got worse from there. Getting beat up in the street, running 
from the law, getting dragged out of a creek and into a mental hospital… it’s 
a Kerouacian meltdown of cross-hatching, spattered marker, crayons, glitter, 
tape, nail polish, white-out, fingerpainting, rain, wine, stickers, and word 
balloons, like the found diary of a homeless crazyman, turned into a comic 
book.

JESSE REKLAW lives in Portland, OR. 

“Reklaw’s flowing gray-wash art beautifully captures both the joys of early creativity and the blasé 
weirdness of childhood, where dark traumas can whip past as though they’re nothing, before 
circling back with an unexpected vengeance.” — Publishers Weekly

“Reklaw’s work cuts deep as it reminds us that the darkest elements of humanity can be found in 
our own backyards, but it also reminds us that through that darkness we can persevere, somewhat 
damaged, through art and expression.” — Entropy Magazine

JULY

j e s s e  r e k l a w
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$22.99 Paperback Original
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
128 pages, black and white with color, 
9 ½” x 9 ½”
Territory: E • CQ: 30
ISBN 978-1-60699-936-3

• Digital ARC
• Review attention
• Age range: 15+

GROWING UP IN PUBLIC 
By Ezequiel García

A FRESH VOICE IN COMICS ADDRESSES CONTEMPORARY 
SOUTH AMERICA

In the American debut of his graphic memoir, Argentine cartoonist Ezequiel 
García explores the trials and tribulations of transitioning into his thirties 
as a working artist where the only thing more uncertain than the source of 
his next paycheck is the future of his hometown —  Buenos Aires. García’s 
comics are influenced by the film, architecture, and rock music of the past, 
but that source of inspiration is getting harder to find when big banks are 
taking over historic theaters, cultural groups are facing hostile eviction, 
and modern art is at an aesthetic all-time low. While several relationships 
blossom, García struggles to accomplish his goal of getting published 
without becoming distracted by the accompanying drama. Like Lucy 
Knisley’s An Age of License spun with Moon and Ba’s Daytripper, Ezequiel 
García finds meaning in autobiography and embraces all the promise, panic, 
and post–punk hallucinations that come with it.

Garcia’s visual storytelling alternates among finely-crafted, architecturally 
breathtaking depictions of Buenos Aires, revelatory, intimate self-
examination, and phantasmorgical metaphorical flights, drawn in nuanced, 
expressive, grungy brush strokes.

EZEQUIEL GARCÍA lives in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

JULY
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$34.99 Hardcover
Art / Popular Culture
212 pages, color and black and white,  
9” x 12”
Territory: E • CQ: 12
ISBN 978-1-60699-938-7

• Featuring a Who’s Who of 1980s and 
‘90s punk rock / alt culture

• Great gift idea for fans of 1980s/1980s 
alternative culture

• West Coast author events
• Review attention
• Age range: 15+

VISUAL ABUSE: JIM BLANCHARD’S 
GRAPHIC ART 1982-2002
By Jim Blanchard; Introduction by Jim Woodring

A RETROSPECTIVE OF A PUNK ROCK ART ICON

Visual Abuse is an outrageous and optically rich collection of the halcyon days 
of illustrator and cartoonist Jim Blanchard, whose work from 1982–2002 
intersected with punk rock, grunge, psychedelia, alternative comics, “zine” 
culture, portraiture, and “girlie” art. The book gathers Blanchard’s different 
eras and disparate art styles into a cohesive whole.

After self-publishing the punk rock/art fanzine Blatch in Oklahoma, Jim 
brought his act to Seattle, Washington in 1987, where the nascent “grunge” 
rock scene was poised to erupt. Visual Abuse assembles the best of Blanchard’s 
LP covers, posters and flyers from the hardcore punk era through grunge, 
including iconic Black Flag, Nirvana, and Soundgarden posters. Augmenting 
the posters are exclusive photographs from the shows, including shots by 
famed photographer Charles Peterson.

Also chronicled are page after page of Blanchard’s obsessive psychedelic 
art, bizarre sociopathic comics, exquisitely detailed pop culture portraits, 
twisted “glamour girl” art, and some tongue-waggin’ eyeball-poppin’ freaks, 
making this an overwhelming and long-overdue compendium by an elusive, 
dedicated, and complex artist.

JIM BLANCHARD lives in Bellingham, WA with his wife, Diana, and trusty 
pup, Lucius.

“Blanchard’s images are a total visual overload, an all-consuming, mind-subsuming onslaught of 
pictorial intensity where freewheeling cultural subversion, social malevolence, aesthetic anarchy 
and libidinal excess comes hurtling out at us, naked, hard, deranged, bloody, screaming and armed 
to the nines.” — Carlo McCormick

“Blanchard is a master of texture and commands an extensive illustrative vocabulary. His 
pointillist portratiure never ceases to amaze.” — Juxtapoz

xx xx

BLACK FLAG Cleveland County Fairgrounds, Norman, 
Oklahoma, March 27, 1984   h caption describing what 
the art is or where it was used you know so people 
careplavecem Stin B1gre. scribizzng what the art is or 
where it was used you know so people careplavecem 
Stin B1sscribing what the art is or where it was used 
you o people careplavecem Stin eeyyhgds scribing what 
the art is or where it was useo people careplavecem Stin 
d fscribing what the art is or wherepeople careplave-
cem Stin Bfrrt.scribing what the art is or where it was 
useo people careplavecem Stin Bwwwcribing what the 
art is or whwhere it was used you o people careplave-
cem Stin Bpih f.scribing what the art is or where it was 
useo people careplavecem Stin htfscribing what the art 
is or wherepeople careplavecem Stin Bfrgteui scribing 
what the art is or where it was used you know so people 
careplavecem Stin B1tttfrrt.scribing what the art is or 
where it was useo people careplavecem Stin Bwwwcrib-
ing what the art is or whwhere it was used you o 

Photographs by Mike Mitchell

BLATCH 14 cover  ibing 1ffff what the art is or where it was describing 1WHOA DADDY ! eyeballff9 what the art describing ff 

xx xx

JULY
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$39.99 Hardcover 
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
400 pages, black and white, 7” x 9 ½”
Territory: E • CQ: 10
ISBN 978-1-60699-939-4

• The first solo graphic novel from the 
artist of Harvey Pekar’s Cleveland

• Social: @JosephRemnant and 
josephremnant.tumblr.com

• Author events and festival 
appearances

• Digital ARC
• Review attention
• Age range: 15+

CARTOON CLOUDS
By Joseph Remnant

A COMING-OF-AGE GRAPHIC NOVEL DEBUT

Joseph Remnant’s first original graphic novel Cartoon Clouds follows the recent 
Art School graduate Seth Fallon and his three friends as they try to navigate 
that anxiety fueled time between finishing school and trying to figure out 
what the hell they’re going to do with the rest of their lives. With a mountain 
of debt and no clear path to financial or emotional stability, Seth struggles 
to find a creative direction that won’t leave him homeless. In this world of 
fashion conscious art snobs, talentless social media “gurus,” and drug addled, 
trust fund hipsters, he tries to hold on to the few meaningful relationships he 
has when the institution that held them together is no longer a part of their 
lives.

Drawn in a naturalistic style while never losing its essential cartoon idiom 
and written as an ongoing conversation among the characters that uncannily 
captures the preoccupations, fears, and ambitions of twentysomethings 
embarking upon their life, the philosophical nature of Cartoon Clouds is 
reminiscent of the films of Erich Rhoemer or Noah Baumbach. Cartoonist 
Joseph Remnant has been a prominent presence in the cartooning scene over 
the last decade, self-publishing his own comic book Blindspot, illustrating 
Harvey Pekar’s acclaimed Cleveland, and appearing in such magazines as The 
Believer. 

JOSEPH REMNANT lives in Los Angeles, CA.

“His artwork is compelling, textured and assured in a way that a lot of cartoonists never quite 
achieve.” —Tom Spurgeon

AUGUST



THE NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLER 
“Being in an Ed Piskor comic is cool enough to freeze hot water.”  
— Fab Five Freddy

“This is the comic of all time.” — Biz Markie

“Ed Piskor is the sh#t!!” — De La Soul

“Captures the personalities, imagery and milestones with a hilarity and efficiency 
that no other medium could.” — Billboard Magazine

“Gripping.”— NPR

“One of the defining histories of hip-hop.” —The Daily Beast

“Dope, yo.” —Washington Post

“The amount of research and history Piskor packs into this book is mind boggling.” 
–The Huffington Post

“Piskor has introduced scores of music fans to comics by serializing the series for 
free on BoingBoing, but these stories look even better in Fantagraphics’ printed 
collections.” — Los Angeles Times

“It’s a great story and Piskor tells it immaculately well.” — Bill Adler (co-author, Def 
Jam: The First 25 Years of the Last Great Record Label)

“ [Piskor] lovingly draws the origin stories of hip-hop’s legendary superheroes. Kool 
Herc, Grandmaster Flash and the Russell Simmons/Rick Rubin crossover team-up 
are rendered like something between The Watchmen and Wild Style.”  
—Rolling Stone

Hip Hop Family Tree Vol. 1: 1970s–1981
ISBN 978-1-60699-690-4

Hip Hop Family Tree Vol. 2: 1981–1983
Introduction by Charlie Ahearn
ISBN 978-1-60699-756-7

Hip Hop Family Tree Vol. 1-2: 1975–1983 
Gift Box Set
$59.99 Two-volume hardcover slipcase 
with exclusive comic book
ISBN 978-1-60699-791-8

Hip Hop Family Tree Vol. 3: 1984–1984
ISBN 978-1-60699-848-9

NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • 2014 EISNER AWARD NOMINEE • 
2013 DIAMOND GEM AWARD NOMINEE • WASHINGTON POST TOP 
10 GRAPHIC NOVELS OF 2013 • #3, PUBLISHERS WEEKLY COMIC 
WORLD CRITICS POLL • SPIN’S 18 BEST MUSIC BOOKS OF 2013 
• AND MUCH MORE!
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AUGUST

• Soon to be an animated TV show 
• Also coming soon: A series of HHFT 

music compilations from Light in the 
Attic

• Serialized weekly on BoingBoing
•  A New York Times graphic paperback 

bestseller
• Author events t.b.a.
•  Social: @EdPiskor and edpiskor.

tumblr.com
• Age range: 16+

THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES CONTINUES!

Book 4 of the best selling series showcases: The rise of Def Jam records! The birth of Dr. Dre’s record career leading to Straight Outta 
Compton! Introducing new branches on the tree such as Will Smith, Salt N Pepa, Rakim, and Biz Markie. Hollywood also takes 
notice and releases loads of films like Breakin’, Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo, Beat Street, Krush Groove and more, all highlighted within 
this jam packed edition.

Meanwhile, we are also releasing our gift box set of Books 3 and 4 in time for the holidays. Exclusive with this box set is Piskor’s 
crash course comic, Understanding Hip Hop and Comics, a documentation of how the two media have intersected over the past 40 
years, spanning graffiti, to album covers, and to actual comics collaborations between cartoonists and rappers.

ED PISKOR lives in Pittsburgh, PA.

HIP HOP FAMILY TREE  
1983-1985 GIFT BOX SET
by Ed Piskor

$49.99 Two-volume boxed set
Comics & Graphic Novels / Nonfiction
Full color, 9 ⅛” x 13 ¼”
Territory: E • CQ: 8
ISBN 978-1-60699-941-7

HIP HOP FAMILY TREE  
BOOK 4: 1984-1985
by Ed Piskor

$27.99 Flexibound Original
Comics & Graphic Novels / Nonfiction
112 pages, full color, 9” x 13” 
Territory: E • CQ: 20
ISBN 978-1-60699-940-0



THE PETER BAGGE LIBRARY

Buddy Does Seattle
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-56097-623-3

Buddy Does Jersey
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-56097-837-4

Buddy Buys a Dump
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-745-1

Everybody is Stupid Except For Me 
and Other Astute Observations
$24.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-656-0

Pete Bagge’s Other Stuff
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-622-5

Sweatshop 
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-812-0

Yeah! with Gilbert Hernandez
$19.99, ISBN 978-1-60699-412-2
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$59.99 Two volume, hardcover boxed set
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
488 pages, black and white with 32 
pages color, 8 ½” x 11”
Territory: E • CQ: 6
ISBN 978-1-60699-942-4

• Like 2015’s The Complete Eightball, 
an iconic Fantagraphics comic book 
series is given the deluxe treatment it 
deserves

• Author events and festival 
appearances

• Digital ARC
• Review attention
• Age range: 17+
• Social: @PeterBagge1

AUGUST

NEAT STUFF
By Peter Bagge

ONE OF THE FUNNIEST FUNNYBOOKS EVER, COLLECTED 
FOR THE FIRST TIME!

Once referred to as “the outside with an entertainer’s instincts,” Peter Bagge 
has proven to be one of the great figures in American comics and comedy over 
the past quarter century. It all began with Neat Stuff, Bagge’s one-man humor 
anthology that ran from 1985 to 1989 for fifteen issues and introduced the 
world to Girly Girl & Chuckie-Boy, the reactionary talk radio host Studs 
Kirby, the hulking misfit Junior, suburbanites Chet and Bunny Leeway, the 
Goon on the Moon, lounge lizard Zoove Groover, and Bagge’s signature 
creations, The Bradleys. 

Bagge’s humor has influenced the work of Matt Groening, Mike Judge, 
John Kricfalusi, Dana Gould and many other pop culture heavyweights. Much 
like Fantagraphics 2015 acclaimed edition of Daniel Clowes’s The Complete 
Eightball, Neat Stuff collects a legendary Fantagraphics comic book series 
in a deluxe, two volume, oversized slipcased set featuring new artwork and 
annotations by the author — the definitive edition of truly classic material. 

PETER BAGGE lives in Seattle, WA with his wife, Joanne.

“Bagge skewered the occupational frustrations and false family values of the Reagan/Bush ’80s, 
the aimless, youthful energy of the early ’90s, and the fussy ambivalence permeating the end of the 
millennium. His work inhabits American culture like no other writer or artist.” — Tom Spurgeon, 
The Comics Reporter

“American satirical cartooning at its most inventively hilarious.” — Publishers Weekly

“Mixes The Ramones, Stranger Than Paradise, and the Three Stooges.” — Entertainment Weekly

“Devastatingly accurate.” — The Village Voice
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$29.99 Paperback Original 
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
400 pages, black and white and color, 
7” x 9 ½”
Territory: E • CQ: 14
ISBN 978-1-60699-944-8

• Collecting the very best work from 
Spain’s current comix scene

• Digital ARC 
• Review attention
• Age range: 15+

SPANISH FEVER
Edited by Santiago Garcia, Introduction by Eddie Campbell

A PRIMER OF A THRIVING INTERNATIONAL SCENE

Fantagraphics Books is proud to introduce American readers to the 
latest generation of Spanish cartoonists in Spanish Fever, an anthology of 
contemporary comics from Spain showcasing the best of the new wave of art 
comics hailing from a country with one of the strongest cartoon traditions in 
Europe. Spanish comics creators have been known internationally since the 
days of stars like José González and Esteban Maroto through the new rising 
talents of David Aja and Juanjo Guarnido. Still, too few American comics 
aficionados know that right now Spain enjoys a thriving scene of art comics, 
mini comics, and graphic novels populated by artists like Joan Cornellà (Mox 
Nox) or Max (Vapor) which, in addition to being published for American 
readers by Fantagraphics, are finding audiences throughout the world.

With its panoramic view of the contemporary Spanish comics scene, 
Spanish Fever is a cartoon parade which includes the work of masters of the 
form such as Paco Roca, Miguel Gallardo, David Rubín and Miguel Ángel 
Martín as well as newcomers like José Domingo, Anna Galvañ, Álvaro Ortiz 
and Sergi Puyol — more than 30 artists working on the cutting edge of the 
comics form.

SANTIAGO GARCIA is a comics editor living in Spain.

AUGUST

SPANISH FEVER
Cartoon Stories by Spain’s Latest Generation of Cartoonists
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OTHERWORLD  
BARBARA

BARBARA
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$39.99 Hardcover 
Comics & Graphic Novels / Manga / 
Science-Fiction
400 pages, black and white and color, 
7” x 9 ½” 
Territory: E • CQ: 10
ISBN 978-1-60699-943-1

• A Magnum Opus from a founding 
mother of modern shojo manga

• Review attention
• Digital ARC
• Age range: 13+

AUGUST

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The Heart of Thomas
$39.99 Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-60699-551-8

OTHERWORLD BARBARA
By Moto Hagio; Translated by Matt Thorn

A MANGAKA LEGEND’S SCI-FI EPIC

In the latest English-language release from one of the most influential manga 
creators of all time, Tokio is a “dream pilot,” a detective who enters criminals’ 
dreams to discover their motives. While investigating Aoba, who killed her 
parents and ate their hearts when she was nine, he discovers a phantom island 
named Barbara. Then there’s a mysterious and missing geneticist, an eccentric 
clergyman, a grieving grandmother granted temporary youth, a psychologist 
killed by a freak tornado… 

Hagio offers a sci-fi explanation for these seemingly random paranormal 
elements, and makes it all matter with believable characters in complex and 
subtle relationships. Fantagraphics Books is proud to present the first volume 
(of two) of Moto Hagio’s Otherworld Barbara, which won the “Nebula Award 
of Japan” (Nihon SF Taishō Award) in 2006.

MOTO HAGIO lives in Tokyo, Japan.

“Hagio’s stories are infused with dark emotions that are instantly identifiable and, hence, often 
uncomfortable to confront.” —Booklist 

“Hagio is a genius and leader in the style of shojo manga (comics for women readers). [...] The 
stories aren’t about make-up and kitties, though. They’re actually deep, complicated, and often 
deal with family relationships. […] In the end, Moto’s work has no need to be categorized as any 
different from any other realistic manga.” —Giant Robot

“Hagio remains one of the most criminally undertranslated mangaka to have barely made an 
impression on the English-language manga market. It is criminal because of the profundity of 
her impact on the art form in Japan as it hit a crucial development phase in the 1970s.” —World 
Literature Today
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$29.99 Paperback Original 
Comics & Graphic Novels / Literary
256 pages, Black-and-white and color, 
10” x 12”
Teritory: E • CQ: 12 
ISBN 978-1-60699-945-5

• An invaluable piece of comics history
• Featuring legedary talents including 

Kurtzman, Gaines, Feldstein, Toth, 
Severin and many more

• For the EC fan who has everything
• Age range: 15+

AUGUST

ALSO AVAILABLE:

The Comics Journal Library 
Vol. 8: The EC Artists Part 1
ISBN 978-1-60699-608-9

The Comics Journal Library 
Vol. 9: The ZAP Interviews
ISBN 978-1-60699-788-8

THE COMICS JOURNAL LIBRARY 
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No comics publisher has had a greater impact — or generated more controversy 
— than the immensely influential EC Comics. The second and concluding 
volume of conversations with the creators behind the EC war/horror/science 
fiction/suspense line brings The Comics Journal’s definitive interviews together 
with several never-before-published sessions, including a new interview with 
the legendary Jack Davis conducted by Gary Groth. It also includes:

• Publisher Bill Gaines on the origins of the company and his terrifying 
grilling before the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency.
• Editor/writer/artist Al Feldstein on introducing serious science fiction to 
comics and his interactions with Ray Bradbury.
• Harvey Kurtzman on bringing realism to war comics with Frontline Combat 
and subversive satire to humor comics with Mad.
• The master of chirascuro, Alex Toth, on the aesthetic values that guided him 
through a career that included drawing for EC and animating Jonny Quest.
• Colorist Marie Severin on the atmosphere of pranks and anarchy that 
dominated the EC bullpen.

Plus, career-spanning interviews with George Evans and Jack Kamen, rare 
Q&A sessions with formal experimenter Bernard Krigstein and EC writer 
Colin Dawkins, and a conversation between Jack Davis and award-winning 
alternative cartoonist Jim Woodring.

GARY GROTH is the founder, president and publisher of Fantagraphics Books, 
Inc. He lives in Seattle, WA. MICHAEL DEAN is a longtime Comics Journal 
editor living in Seattle, WA. 

“This is a terrific book for anyone interested in the workings of the legendary EC Comics from 
behind the scenes.” — Spectrum Culture
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Bill and I wrote were commercial ventures to produce a 
magazine that would entertain people and sell. To get to 
the nitty gritty of what we were feeling, or what our per‑
sonal lives were like is something that’s difficult for me 
to do, especially 30 years later. I will say that it was very 
interesting that one of you recalled to me a feeling that 
I had when I was in service and stationed in Arkansas, 
in terms of the Midwest, uneducated, farmer philosophy 
that I had put into that story where the General eats the 
spaceship [“Chewed Out,” Weird Science #12]. That was 
very astute.
BENSON: I’d like to discuss the early stories you illus‑
trated yourself a bit more; for example, “Escape” [VoH 
#16].
FELDSTEIN: This was when we were getting into the lit‑
tle shock endings, you know, the twists, which of course 
became our “signature.” I always loved twist endings and 
poetic justice, and guys who screwed other people and 
then got screwed by them, or screwed themselves. Even 
just glancing over it, I can see that that’s what this one 
was all about, really.
BENSON: I assume that the idea for the story came from 
another source.
FELDSTEIN: Our plots came from a conglomeration of 
sources: movies we’d seen, books we’d read. I wasn’t doing 
very much reading in those days. I was letting Bill give 
us the springboards, so I would be free in my mind to 
enter into the more original areas, if possible. Because we 
weren’t really intending to steal stuff, we were just look‑
ing for inspiration to give us ideas to come up with some‑
thing original. My function was to take the springboards 

out into a new area.
BENSON: The art in your early stories is strangely 
fascinating.
FELDSTEIN: Thank you for liking it. I never liked my art. 
I guess one of the reasons why I happily gave up artwork 
and moved on to writing and then editing is because I 
really never particularly cared for my art. And I was in 
no position at that point to go back to school and start 
unlearning what I was doing, which was very stylized. 
It worked pretty well on covers. But in the continuities, 
in order for me to move along and do a page a day, which 
would give me enough money to live on, you know, I 
had to move on. I had to bat it out is what I had to do! 

buy, and maybe someday own a house out on the Island, 
because I lived in a three‑room apartment. So, really, my 
conscious drive was to make a buck. And if, in the process 
of making a buck, I turned out material that has become, 
quote, “classic,” unquote, in the comic format, and has a 
great deal of nostalgic feeling about it, and people are 
now analyzing it and everything, I scratch my head! I 
really can’t help you on that level. I can’t. I’m more sur‑
prised than anybody that the EC comics are collectors’ 
items today.
BENSON: I think a large part of that has to do with the 
fact that the horror comics tapped a certain adolescent 
chord, that, at a certain age, you’re interested in the gro‑
tesque and bad taste and 
frowned‑upon material 
— at about 14, 15. And 
that’s why the horror 
comics were so popular.
FELDSTEIN: I’ll agree. We 
were in the right place at 
the right time in the right 
format for its time, just 
the same as immediately 
after that, when television 
became full blown, they 
got into all of that ersatz 
horror like the Hitchcock 
show ...
BENSON: The Twilight 
Zone ...
FELDSTEIN: Yeah, well, 
there was science‑fiction 
horror. They were a little 
scared of the horror, but 
they were going into that 
kind of thing on televi‑
sion. And the movies have 
been doing it constantly, 
and this latest wave of 
really Grand Guignol 
horror that’s around now 
is tapping the same thing. 
It’s just at different levels, 
you know.
BENSON: Do you really think it’s tapping the same 
thing? Although I think that, at times, EC went a bit too 
far, there was always a sort of a leavening, a distancing 
from the material that protected the reader in a way 
that the latest crop of films don’t.
FELDSTEIN: Oh yeah, there’s no question about it. You 
can’t compare the static panel‑for‑panel caption and 
balloon presentation of a comic with the actual full‑color 
motion picture with its sound effects and voices and 
spurting blood and everything like that. Sure. But they’re 
both going after the same thing that you’re talking about 
in a youngster. His curiosity about his vulnerability, his 
fear of death and the fact that he’d like to see a little more 

about it so he can feel more comfortable with it. And I 
think that the extremes that they’re taking in the motion 
pictures today only reflect the extremes in the world 
today that we face, the kinds of death that we face in the 
world today as opposed to the kinds of death we faced 
back when we were writing this in the ‘50s. There’s more 
awareness of violence, and the great armament race has 
gone to such an extreme that we think about greater vio‑
lence now than we did in those days. We thought about 
the fact that the United States had a couple of H‑bombs, 
you know, and that nobody was going to fool around any 
more, and that this was it. Now, of course, it’s progressed 
to a point where there’s almost insanity in the world, 

and I think that the young 
people are appreciating a 
type of horror that reflects 
this insanity.
BENSON: There are a lot 
of references to the bomb 
in the ECs.
FELDSTEIN: Oh, sure. 
Well, it was a scary thing. 
Everybody was worried 
about it; and I was worried 
about it. It bothered me. 
The magnitude of it was 
new to us, and frightening. 
God, I remember when I 
was in the service on KP 
at the time that the news 
came of the dropping of 
the first bomb. And a week 
later the second bomb, and 
a week after that the war 
was over in Japan. I was 
out in Columbus, Ohio, 
and suddenly I was going 
to be a civilian again, and 
there was a kind of an ela‑
tion. But at the same time 
I was very ambivalent 
about the whole thing. 
Here was this terrible, ter‑
rible weapon ... but I was 

out of the Army, thank God, and the war was over. But 
after I was a civilian and buckling down to civilian life 
and making a living I began to be concerned about it, that 
this thing was there and that the next war was going to 
be a different kind of war. If there was going to be a war it 
was going to be complete annihilation suddenly. That was 
the kind of thing that was in the back of my mind uncon‑
sciously — and consciously — when we referred to the 
bomb in our science‑fiction stories. It was because we had 
great concern about it. But primarily — and that’s why 
I want to leave the analyzing to you people — primarily, 
while reflecting our personal feelings and maybe reflect‑
ing a lot of our unconscious feelings, these stories that 

We thought about the fact 
that the United States had 
a couple of H bombs, you 
know, and that nobody 

was going to fool around 
any more, and that this 
was it. Now, of course, 

it’s progressed to a point 
where there’s almost 

insanity in the world, and I 
think that the young people 

are appreciating a type 
of horror that reflects this 

insanity.

From “Chewed Out!” in Weird 
Science #12. Written by Feldstein 
and pencilled by Joe Orlando.

Max C. Gaines was an early pioneer in the field of 
comic books, and it was through his efforts and 
experimentations that the actual format came 

to exist. But if Max Gaines was responsible for the physi-
cal format of the comics as we know it, then it was surely 
his son William M. Gaines who realized the potential of 
the form. 
Left with a failing line of comics by his father, William 
Gaines and his EC staff went on to create a “New Trend” 
in the industry. Horror, science fiction, war and crime 
were the themes of these comics, and while only the hor-
ror titles were great financial successes, they boasted an 
overall degree of quality for which present-day publish-
ers strive. 
Gaines knew little about actual comics publishing, but 
he supplanted that with a friendly working atmosphere 
and fair wages, which in turn promoted a strong sense of 
pride and quality among his staffers. 
A proponent of individuality, Gaines fought for what he 
believed in despite the insurmountable odds of popular 
opinion. Despite the outcome of those proceedings, it is 
a reflection of that individuality that gave EC Comics 
their singular flair and which has sustained a strong fan 
following in them for more than 30 years. 
By comparison, there is little or no individuality in today’s 
comics industry. Writers and artists are no more than 
uniform cogs in a machine that measures creativity with 
sales figures. It is difficult to imagine that any contem-
porary line of comics will ever garner enough acclaim to 
be reprinted as Gaines’s books have. The interview that 
follows provides insight into the wit and energy of the 
father of the EC era — William Gaines: it was conducted 
by Dwight R. Decker and Gary Groth, transcribed by Tom 
Mason, copy-edited by Gaines, and edited by Groth. 

— kevin mcconnell

DWIGHT DECKER: Did you and Roald Dahl ever share 
that bottle of Chateau Branaire Duluc-Ducru ‘34? 
[Gaines, an oenophile, offered the rare bottle to Dahl, 
who said he would drink it with Gaines the next time 
Dahl made it to New York. See Frank Jacobs’ book The 
Mad World of William Gaines.]
WILLIAM GAINES: [Laughter.] No, we didn’t. After I 
wrote to him and he wrote me a charming letter back, I 
never heard from him again. It’s still sitting in my wine 
cellar waiting for him if he ever comes, but I think after 
all this time he won’t. 
DECKER: We’ll have to send a copy of the Journal to him. 
The best thing to do is to do this more or less chronolog-
ically. Let’s start this with the great days of Max Gaines 
and the beginning of the comics industry. 
GAINES: Fine. 
DECKER: OK. The Mad World of William M. Gaines gives 
kind of a summary of how comics began. The story goes 
that Max Gaines was taking out the garbage one day — 
I think in 1933 — and saw the color comics supplement 
and decided that a lot of people like comics and he liked 

comics and there’d be money to be made like that. 
GAINES: I never heard that particular story, but ... 
GARY GROTH: Dwight just made it up. 
DECKER: No. No, it’s in the book. 
GAINES: I can’t believe that’s in the book. No, the way the 
story was in the book — and if it wasn’t, it should have 
been — was that he was in advertising and somewhere 
along the line he and some other people conceived the 
idea of putting out little comic books which were quite 
logically a Sunday comic supplement size folded twice, 
which made them quarter-size, which they printed 
Sunday pages in and put out and sold to advertisers as 
giveaways or — one was the famous Skippy comic book 
where you sent in a nickel and something — the top of a 
tube of toothpaste or something — and you got this book. 
GROTH: I think the first one was Procter & Gamble. 
GAINES: It could have been. I don’t know. First, they were 
just books produced that anybody could get their name 
put on. So they were just general. And the Skippy book 
was special because Pepsodent was sponsoring Skippy on 
the radio. And the story supposedly was that my father 
put 10-cent stickers on these things one day and put them 
on the newsstand and they sold out very quickly. So he 
took the idea to Dell Publishing and sold Dell on putting 
out a comic book that you would sell, which had never 
been done before. Dell did it for one issue, and lost inter-
est, so he went up to Famous Funnies in Connecticut — 
or what ultimately became Famous Funnies, it was just 
a printing press then, I think it was called Eastern Color 
Press — and this is how it all started. Now, the stuff he 
was doing was all reprint. Other people came along and 
put original material in comic magazines, but in a differ-
ent size, and ultimately the size and the original material 
got together and that’s what led to the present type of 
comic books. 
DECKER: I’ve read that 
Shelly Mayer said that 
your father had little 
interest in the editorial 
end of it. His interest was 
more in the production 
and merchandising, that 
Shelly Mayer had to argue 
with him to reproduce the 
Sunday comic strips in 
chronological order.
GAINES: That is quite 
possibly true. But you have 
to remember that Sunday 
comic strips in those days 
for the most part had no 
chronological order. One of 
the things that my father 
loved best was Mutt and 
Jeff, and of course it doesn’t 
matter what order you use 
them in. Reg’lar Fellows, 
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WILLIAM M. GAINES
Conducted by Dwight Decker and Gary Groth

From The Comics Journal #81 (May 1983)

This portrait of William M. 
Gaines by Harvey Kurtzman ran 
in Squa Tront #9. 

Opposite: From William Stout’s 
cover for The Comic Journal #81
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“Fantagraphics can absolutely claim a critically important and enduring influence over 
the growth of literary comics. And this influence goes beyond just being a publisher of 
thoughtful, nuanced comics work.” — Publishers Weekly

“I’m just grateful that Fantagraphics exists.” — Neil Gaiman

“In general, [Fantagraphics Publisher Gary Groth] comes across as not a very nice 
guy at all. He is the epitome of the angry, arrogant faux intellectual, but inherently 
classless fanboy stereotype. He prefers to denounce his many enemies with invective, 
cheap shots, and slander.” — Comment Posting, Aintitcool.com

“25 years ago, when Booklist first began covering graphic novels, getting review copies 
from publishers was like pulling teeth. Fantagraphics was the first comics publisher to 
enthusiastically cooperate with us, enabling Booklist to draw attention to the work of 
the Hernandez Brothers, Dan Clowes, and Peter Bagge long before the mainstream 
media began to take notice.” — Gordon Flagg, Booklist

“Their nurturing of certain cartoonists, like Dan Clowes and the Hernandez Brothers, 
helped me appreciate those cartoonists.” — Art Spiegelman

“On November 14th, 2004, the word ‘zeitgeist’ appeared on my Learn-A-Word-A-
Day desk calendar, and I’ve been straining at the leash to use it ever since. I think I’ve 
found my moment.” — Dana Gould

“When the undergrounds had lost their fire, I looked in vain for new sparks. Then 
Fantagraphics emerged like that proverbial Phoenix or Eagle or Swallow or whatever 
and its anthologies, journals, and original books gave new hope to those of us 
wandering in the wilderness. Of course, to my surprise graphic novels are now a major 
industry – so many books so little time. But I always make time for the Fantagraphics 
productions. They are the chronicler of a vintage age of comics and the beacon, too.” 
— Steven Heller, New York Times

“They may be a little more amusing, but they’re a client like any of my other clients. 
They have issues and I try to deal with them.” — Our lawyer

“A book ought to be idiosyncratic and reflect a distinctive personality. And piss off all 
the right people.” — Gary Groth
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